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INTRODUCTION
Music has therapeutic value because it is not
restricted by verbal means and therefore deals directly with
the mind and the emotions.

This fact is expressed very aptly

by Dr. Jules H. Masserman, Professor of Nervous and Mental
Diseases at Northwestern University, Chicago, Illinois:
••• sound is one of the few senses which the
individual can neither exclude nor escape from
with ease ••• and ••• the particular modalities of
sound we call music contain, despite the wide
range of cultural variations, the nucleus of a
universal language understood by all of humankind.l
I am interested in music therapy as a vocation because
it offers the musician an endless variety of areas in which
to work.

A career in music therapy requires a working know-

ledge of all areas of music as well as training in psychologyo
In addition, a general background in many other subject areas
is needed.
Although I have not definitely decided to pursue
music therapy as a career, any study I do in this area
will be beneficial to me as a music teacher.

lEsther Goetz Gilliland (ed.), J\~usic Tberapy (Chicago:
National Association for Music Therapy, 1953), II, 186.
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schizophrenic.

Often there is no impaired intelligence, and

the term avoids the implications of age and deterioration.
Neurotic or Rsvchoneurotic •. A person having any of
various psychic, or mental, disorders characterized by
special combinations of anxieties, compulsions, obsessions,
phobias, and motor manifestations is referred to as psychoneurotic.

Psychone~rosis results only in partial disorgani-

zation of the personality and is less serious than a psychosis.
Psychotic.

In psychiatry, this refers to a person

having a mental disorder in which the personality is very
seriously disorganized.

In

psychol~gy,

it is any mental

state or process.
Autistic.

The person who possesses a state of mind

characterized by daydreaming, hallucinations, and disregard
of:external·reality is

~~ferred

t6 as autistic.

~he

adtistic

child is very.serisitive but uncommunicative.
III.
J.~usic

DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

therapy is not only used in the treatment of the

mentally and physically handicapryed, and in the emotionally
and socially maladjusted, but the basic ideas are also prac-·
tically applied in industry.

My study will not include the

industrial methods, but will deal mainly with handicapued and
maladjusted children, and the progress being made in these
areas.

IV.

Sources.
study

SOURCES AND TREATMENT OF' DATA

Possible sources of information for this

are (1) the Journal of Husic Therapy, one issue of

which includes a complete bibliograuhy of all published
articles and research on music therapy; (2) the annual Books
of Proceedings, published by the National Association for
Niusic ThPrapy, which contains the papers, addresses, panels,
arid other information given at each of the national meetings
from 1951 through 1962; and (J) all available periodicals
and pamphlets.
Treatment of data.

I

plan to investigate various

university bulletins and compile a list of the general
requiremen'ts for a major in music therapy.

By writing the

National Association for Music Therapy and the placement
offices of. several a:cc-redited. institution~,I can find what
specific employment is available to music therapists.
To discover what new ideas are being incorporated into
music therapy I will study the Books of Proceedings and compare the first editions with the later ones.

By reading the

actual addresses and discussions which took place, I can gain
insight into the attitudes taken toward music therapy and how
these attitudes have changed through-the years.
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